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ABSTRACT 
We prove a formula of Mehler-Heine type for a family of orthogonal polynomials in two 
variables on the unit disk. As an application we obtain a non-classical two dimensional central limit 
theorem for the iterates of a Markovian matrix which is closely linked with these polynomials. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY OF THE RESULTS 
For arbitrary real numbers a and 8, Jacobi polynomials Rfi8) normalized 
by Rfi8)( 1) = 1 satisfy 
(1.1) = 2aT(a+ l)PJ&q, 
uniformly for 8 in every bounded interval. (1.1) is the Mehler-Heine formula 
([lo], 8.1.1) and 
U-2) 
+- (_l)i(xy/2y+2i 
J,(x) = c 
j-0 i!T(i+a+l) 
is the Bessel function of the first kind and index (x. If a is a negative integer, 
(T(i + (Y + 1)))’ must be replaced by 0 whenever i + a + 1 I 0. 
In this paper we prove a similar formula for the so-called disk polynomials 
, ([2],[6],[9]). For every ar0, they form a family (R&Jz,Z))~,,~,,~Z of poly- 
nomials in two variables normalized by R ,C&(l, 1) = 1 and are defined by 
I orthogonalization of the sequence l,z., Z,z2,zZ,Z2, . . . on the unit disk D= 
{z E C 1 17, I l} with respect to the measure 
9 
(1.3) A,(dx dy) = !$(l- x2-yZ)adxdy (z=x+iyED). 
The orthogonality relations are given by 
(1.4) + SSRFz,.(z)~&(z)(l -X2-Y2WXdY = w&-'6,,~&,,, 
D 
with 
(1.5) n,a,. = 
(m+n+a+l)T(m+a+l)T(n+a+l) 
m! n! T(a+l)T(a+2) 
9 
and where we have written R&(z) := Rg,.(z, Z) to simplify notations. 
Introducing polar coordinates, Rg,. can be represented in terms of Jacobi 
polynomials by the formula 
(1.6) R;,.(&e) = ei(m-n)ee1m-n1R~~::-“1’(2e2_l), 
where m An=min(m,n) ([2], [6]). A trivial but useful consequence of (1.6) is: 
(1.7) Rk,n(@ eie) = ei(“-“)BR&&), 
The main result of this paper is the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1. Let a 2 0 and let C > 0 be arbitrary. Then there exist real num- 
bers N, > 0, C, > 0 and C2 > 0 such that for every (m, n) E R\l 2 satisfying mn 2 N, 
and for every real number w E IO, C/2 fi], we have 
where 
a+1/2 
(cos ~)“~R&(cos w) = 2’“r(a + 1) :jDrnLL) + r(m, n; v/) 
mn 
(1.9) &, = ((2m + a + 1)(2n + a + 1))1’2 
and 
(1.10) Ir(m,n;v)I IC1~2+C2(m-n)2~4 for a>O. 
(1.10)’ Ir(m,n;W)j 5 (C1~2+C2(m-n)2y/4)(jLog(&,y)j +l) for a=O. 
COROLLARY (Mehler-Heine formula). Let a r 0. Then 
(1.11) lim Rg,. 
(,,,*) 
= 2nT(a + l)xeaJ,(x), 
n-m 
m-c= 
and this limit holds uniformly in every bounded interval. 
The proof of Theorem 1 is carried out in section 2. Let’s now mention recur- 
rence relations which can be easily deduced from (1.6) by using formulas 10.8 
(33) and (36) of [4]: 
(1.12) zR&(z) = a;+,;;:l R:+,,,(z) + n a+m+n+l R;,.-,(z) 
10 
for every m?O, nzl, and 
(1.12)’ mt,n(z) = a+a;:+-yl Rg,n+,(z)+a+mm+n+l cL,,tz) 
for every mrl, n10. 
We can then define a transition matrix P=(p((m,n),(i,j))) on tN2 by 
1 1 a+m+l Z a+m+n+l if (i,j)=(m+l,n) 
1 m 
Z cr+m+n+l 
if (i,j)=(m-l,n) and rnzl 
(1.13) Mm,n),(id) = 1 
1 
cr+n+l 
Z a+m+n+l 
if (i,j)=(m,n+l) 
I 
1 n 
Z cr+m+n+l 
if (i,j)=(m,n-1) and nrl 
0 otherwise. 
By adding relations (1.12) and (1.12)’ and then multiplying by 3, we get a 
generating relation for P: 
(1.14) xRZ,.(z) = ? p((m, n), (i,j))R&tz) (x= Re z). 
i,j=O 
Next multiply (1.14) by x and develop xR$(z) in the same manner. We have 
X2Rkn(z) = +cm P((m, n), (iA) +cm p((i,j), (k,I))R&(z) 
i,j=O k,l=O 
= E (+cm P(( m,n),(i,j))17((i,j),(k,I)))R~l(~) 
k,l=O i,j=O 
= kFo p(2)((w nh (k O)&&(z), 
where for every NE KI, #)((m, n), (k, I)) denotes the coefficient (m, n), (k, ,) of 
the matrix PN. After N- 1 iterations of the procedure of multiplying by x we 
finally obtain 
(1.15) xNRZ,Az) = 5 p(N)((m,n),(k,I))R~l(z), 
k,l=O 
and we can also recover the coefficient p cN)((m, n), (k, 1)) by multiplying equa- 
tion (1.15) by R&(Z) and integrating with respect to I, over D. The ortho- 
gonality relations imply 
(1.16) p(N)(W,n),(kO) = n{, jjx"R~,,(z)R~,(z)~,(dxxdy). 
D 
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For every subset A of L?, x IR,, we define 
(1.17) PY(m, n), A) = c p?(m, n), (k, 0). 
(k,l)EA 
We are now ready to present a two dimensional central limit theorem which is 
the second main result of this paper: 
THEOREM 2. Let A = [a, b] x [c, d] (with a>O, c>O) a rectangular subset of 
fR+ x IR, and let (m,,, no) be an arbitrary point in N2. Then 
lim PN((mO, no), ~/XII) = 
N- fm 
,/z;;2eJ,l) ~(x_Y)~(x+_Y) e-(1’2)(X+Y)2dxdy. 
One dimensional central limit theorems associated to orthogonal polynomials 
in one variable have already been obtained in the case of Gegenbauer poly- 
nomials ([5]) and recently for some orthogonal families including Jacobi 
polynomials ([ 111). 
2. PROOFOFTHETHEOREMl 
2.1. LEMMA. For every a? 0 and every (m, n) E N2, we have 
PROOF. We follow an idea of R. Askey ([l] (2.2)). By a result of T. Koornwinder 
[7], disk polynomials satisfy a linearization formula 
G,,?&)%&* (z) = C Ca(m,,n,,m2,n2;m,n)R~,.(z) 
on n) 
where the coefficients Ca are non-negative for every (m,, n,), (m2, n2) and (m, n). 
Then if M(z)=Sup(,,., II?:,,(z)/ and M=SupZE,M(z), we have M2(z)<M 
since R:,.(l)= 1. Thus M’1h4, so M= 1 and the lemma is proved. 
2.2. The function u(e) = (sin 19)~+l’~(cos f3) P+“2RpP,B)(~~~ 28) satisfies the 
differential equation 
2 
$jt+ 
I_ 2 
[ a 
I_ 
4+ 
sin2 e 
g+ (2n+a+p+l)2 1 u(0) = 0 
([lo] 4.24.2). This shows by (1.6), that the function 
(2.3) b,,,(w) = (sin w) @+1’2(COS l+V)“zR~,.(cos i+V) 
is a solution of the differential equation 
(2.4) $+ 
$-a 2 
-+ 
+-(m-n)2 
sin2 v cos2 l+V 
+ (n+m+a+1)2 1 u(w) = 0. 
The main point is to rewrite (2.4) as follows 
I_ 2 
(2.5) $+ [ 4 a -+PA 
w2 1 W4 = If (v/) + (m - n)2g(v)1 NY) 
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where 
P ;, = (2m+cr+1)(2n+cr+l), 
$--$-) -1 
4 cos* rj/ 
The general solution of (2.5) is classical ([lo] 1.8.12). We have 
r %n(w) =A,w”*J~(P~~w)+A~v/“*J_~(P~~~) 
(2.6) + w”2 v p,,,r ,,2 J,(P,,W)J-,(P,,t)-J-a(PmnW)Ja(Pmnf) JcXhn,O J-,(&d) - JL(P,d) Ja(P,,,,f) 
(f(t) + Cm - @*g(O) u,.,W dt, 
where A, and A, are arbitrary constants, and J_,(x) must be replaced by 
Y,(x), the Bessel function of the second kind for o E tN (in this way if (Y = 0, Jpo 
denotes Ye). Moreover we known ([lo] 1.814) that 
(2.7) Jci(&w,O J-,(&,2)- JI,(&,t) Ja(Pmnt) = --!f- 
&mt ’ 
where y=2sinan/rr for cz$N and y=--21~ for a~tN. 
We are now going to estimate the last term on the right-hand side of (2.6) 
by a method of Liouville-Stekloff type. Let C>O a fixed number and let 
A4,>0 be such that C/M,< 71/2. Let’s write (m, n; I,U) E 9 to indicate that 
(m, n) E N2 satisfies 4mn rA4,* and I,V E R, is such that &,, I+VI C. In particular 
y E [0, C/M,] if (m, n; I,N) E G# and on [0, I,v], we have 
(2.8) 
f-(t) = YOU + O(l)) (Yo = ‘,i_y f(t)) 
g(t) = t*(l+o(l)) 
u,,,(t) = t a+i’2(1+ O(1)) 
where O(1) denotes a function of t bounded by a constant independent of 
(m, n; t) (this is clear for f and g and this is a consequence of Lemma 2.1 for 
u,,,). But we have also 
(2.9) J,(&mt) = WGd)“(l+ O(1)) (v = *a) 
(2.9)’ Yo(Pmn0 = 1 Log(Pm,t)(l+ O(l)), 
with A, a constant and O(1) a function of t (in fact of jl,,t) bounded indepen- 
dently of (m, n; t) E ~25. 
Taking into account (2.7), (2.8) and (2.9) and integrating over v/ we obtain 
the following expression for the remainder term in (2.6): 
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1 ( w 
I,2 JdPmnw) 
(2.10) 
(p )" (r,w2+(~-~)2Y2W4) 
-I 
r/2 J-,(P,,V) 
(; )_ a (Y V 3 2u+2+(m-n)*y4y/*a+4) (1+0(l)) for cwzo, 
mn > 
and 
/w”2(-JouL.,I[ Yo(~LOg(~,,Y)-~)+(mn*) 
x $ Log(Pm,yl) -$ ( )I + 5 yoal,w) 
[ 
2 4 
x yo~+(m-n)2$ I) (1+0(l)) for a=O, 
where O(1) denotes here a function of w (and (m,n)) bounded by a constant 
for (m, n; w) E %, and yi (i = 1,. . . ,4) are absolute constants. 
Now to determine the constants A, and A2 corresponding to u,,~, we fix 
(m, n) and divide both sides of (2.6) by I,P+“~. Let then w -+ 0. We immediately 
obtain A2 = 0 and A 1 = 2aT(a + 1)//3:, . Denoting by r(m,n; w) the expression 
(2.10) for (Y # 0 (respectively (2.10)’ for o = 0) divided by va+“*, we get 
sin v/ 
( > 
a+112 
(2.11) ~ 
w 
(cos ij/)l’2R;, .(cos I//) = 2@f (a + 1) 
UP,, w) 
&IV)” 
+ r(m,n; w) 
and Theorem 1 follows easily from (2.10) because J,(&,w)/( &,v)’ (v = &a) 
is bounded for (m, n; tq) E %, in the case (Y # 0 and by (2.9)‘-(2.10)’ for (Y = 0. 
3. PROOFOFTHECOROLLARY 
3.1. LEMMA. Let C>O. Then there is a number C, >O such that for every 
(m,n;y) with 0<2fily~C, we have 
PROOF. The function f(x) =xma Ja(x) has a derivative f’(x) = xg(x) where g is 
bounded by a constant K> 0 on [0, C]. Thus 
If(P,,~)-f(2fi~)1 5K/3,,(&,-2fi)w2 
for every (m, n; w) such that 0< 2 fiw< C. The result then follows recal- 
ling (1.9). 
3.2. By (1.8) and (3.1), for (m,n; w)EG@J, we have 
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1 
(Ci+C~(m+n))~~+C~(m--n)~y/~ for cr#O 
+ ](Cl+Cs(~+~))W2+C*(~-~)2W41(lLogP,,WI +1) 
for a=O. 
Now with x E [0, C] and I,U =x/2 @, the corollary follows by recalling Lemma 
2.1 and letting m++m and n++=~. 
4. REMARKS 
4.1. The normalization factor in Mehler-Heine formula being l/2 fi one 
might think perhaps it is sufficient to assume that mn + +cx, for (1.11) to be 
valid. This is not true as we can see by considering 
Rqcos*) = (co, X 
-> 
m- 
26 
I 
R(W 
1 
-1) ( cos 
=~(““s~~-‘.(a+a’=:‘COS~+a~~~‘). 
When m + $03, the limit of this expression is not given by (1.11). 
4.2. When az0 and PzO, our result contains the classical formula (1.1) as a 
particular case. Indeed, by (1.6) we have 
4.3. If a=d-2>0 (de N), the polynomials R& on D can be interpreted as 
the zonal functions of the Gelfand pair (U(d), U(d- 1)) ([2]). In this case our 
formula can be compared to the case of a symmetric space studied in [3]. 
5. PROOF OF THEOREM 2 
Let A = [a, b] x [c, d] (a> 0, c> 0) and suppose first that (mo, no) = (0,O). Let 
N be fixed. By (1.16) we have 
MA) = PNW,O),~A) 
(5.1) 
= c Kii,n !bNR&(z) *(l- ~z/~)VX~_Y. 
(m,n)~fiA D 71 
Then let z = cos w eie (I,Y E [0, n/2], 13 E [0,27r]) and note that by using (1.6) we 
can restrict to [O, n/2] the integration in the 0 variable if in the summation 
we only consider the values (m, n) such that N+ m - n is even. Finally changing 
8 by e/p and i+~ by w/1/75 we get 
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where Vpe, ={(m, n) E N2 1 (m, n) E @A and N+ m - n even}. For every number 
C>O, we write 
PUN(A) = Zt(N, C) +Z,(N Ch 
where Zr(N, C) (resp. Z,(N, C)) is the same expression as in (5.2) but the inte- 
gration in the v/ variable is over [0, C] (resp. [C, rc n/2]). 
5.3. LEMMA. 
lim (Sup Z,(N, C)) = 0. 
C-+m iv>0 
PROOF. A trivial calculation yields to 
and for 6 and tq in [0, rc fi/2] we clearly have 
N 
5 e-82’2 and 
So we easily obtain 
where K is a constant. But 
is bounded independently of N because it is a Riemann sum over A of the func- 
tion (x, y) -, (x+y)(x~)~. The result of the lemma follows immediately. 
5.6. LEMMA. 
lim ( lim Zt(N, C)) = 
c-+m N-+m 
fiT;k+ 1) s,S (x+y>(xy)* e-(1’2)(X+Y)2 dxdy. 
PROOF. For (m, n) E PA and V/E [0, Cl, we have w/p5 C @I@. So we 
can replace in Z,(N, C), R,&(cos w/n) by its expression in terms of Theorem 
1. By Lemma 3.1 and formula (5.4) this yields to 
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I . ya+l(,os~y+"2. ( Ji;yiJ+“2dBdy, 
where 
(5.8) le(m, n; t,~/l/-)l 5 C;(m + n)v2/N+ C,(m - .)‘I,v~/N* for a#O, 
c le(m,n; y/@)I 5 [C;(m+n)y2/N+ C,(m-n)*ty4/N2] 
(5.8)’ 
I 
It is then easily seen 
s-term) converges as 
r 4 
. Log2fiW +1 (I P I > for a=O. 
that the principal part of Z,(N, C) (i.e. (5.7) without the 
N-+ +m to 
(5.9) 
+a’ c 
nr(a+I) ,5 ! (~~(X+y)(xy)a'2ei(*-y)eJa(21jxyy)d~dy). 
. e-e=/2wa+ I e- 
v2’2 d8 dv, 
the dominated convergence being justified by inequalities (5.5). By inter- 
changing summations in (5.9) we obtain the value 
(5.10) 
But if C= +03, the integral in I+V is equal to 2”(xy)“‘* e-2xy (see [8] p. 93) and 
this gives the result of the lemma for the principal part of I,(N, C). At last let’s 
show that the remainder term tends to zero as N-+ +m. It is equal to 
np/zc 
Cte S S C e 
L 
i(m-n)(e/P) &(m, n; ty/fl) (m + n)(nm)” 
0 0 s4 
/p + 312 
(5.11) 
* (1+(+&T))] 
. (,,, +,“. (,,, $r+“2. ( si;;g)“+1’2. I,u~~+’ dBdy/. 
But by (5.8) the sum into the brackets is bounded by 
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(5.12) A- c 
( 
4 
P 
$ C;(m+n)$+C,(m-n)2$ 
> 
(m+n)(mnY (a+O) 
(m*n)EfiA NO 
and this tends to zero as N+ +03 because the sum in (5.12) consists in a vanishing 
term plus a Riemann sum over A of the function (x, y) -+ C;(X+~)~W~(X~)~. 
Recalling (5.5), the dominated convergence theorem implies that (5.11) tends to 
zero as N-+ +cx, and Lemma 5.6 is proved for a+O. If a=O, we use (5.8)‘and 
we obtain the result in the same way. 
5.13. END OF THE PROOF OF THEOREM 2. Denote by 1 the value of the limit in 
Lemma 5.6. For a fixed C > 0, we have clearly 
Let E>O be given. By Lemmata 5.3 and 5.6, we can choose C such that the 
first and the third terms in the above inequality are less than c/3 (independently 
of N). 
Then for N large enough, the second term is also less than s/3 and the 
theorem is proved in the case (me, no) = (0,O). If (mo, no) # (O,O), there is the 
additional term Ra ma,,(z) in the integral of formula (5.1) but the computation 
follows exactly the same lines. 
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